KHARKOV RESTAURANTS | KHARKIV BARS & CAFES.
WHERE TO EAT IN KHARKOV
CHARLY'S, cafe-bar
Lenina str. 9.
The cafe Charly’s is named after its owner Mr. Charly. The main
principle of the cafe is an affability and attention to visitors. The
hall decorated in ultrafashionable style: little tables are located at
different levels. There are modern music, a hall of slot-machines,
and a hookah-hall. In the cafe Charly’s you can try dishes of
European and Eastern kitchen, more than 20 kinds of tasty pizzas.
Only in cafe Charly’s and only for you Mr. Charly - the owner of
firm sings.
KOFEIN, coffee houses
Lenina ave., 18/9
Bakulina str, 3
Marshaloa Bazhanova str, 3
Coffee house Kofein offers more than 40 kinds of tea and a lot of
grades of coffee. In cold weather this place is very cozy. When it
is snowing or a raining out of doors - it is possible to come in, be
warmed by a cup of coffee or tea, to listen to quiet music - to
have a good time with a beloved person or with friends.
There is also Wi-Fi internet access.
MACDONALD'S, restaurant
Suzdalskie ryadi str. 9
Poltavskij shlyah str. 58/1
Lenina ave., 9b
Rozi Luksemburg square. 6
Pushkinskaya str. 37
The company MacDonald’s has opened in Kharkov 5 restaurants
of a fast food, 4 of which are MacDrives so, you can make the
order, from own car. There is the spirit of a holiday and fun in
MacDonald’s. Restaurants MacDonald’s have such popularity,
due to the highest quality of work, service, cleanliness and the
reasonable price. Always for you are sandwiches for all tastes,
crust French fries, desserts made of high-quality products from
the best food.

PARIS, restaurant
Ak. Pavlova str., 44-b
The romantic atmosphere and holiday could be created to you by
the restaurant Paris that is situated near a skating rink. The most
tasty coffee, the most sweet candies are only there and only for
you. The pleasant evening, the refined dishes and warm memoirs
will stay with you for a long time.
TWENTY TWO , restaurant
Petrovskogo str. 22
The restaurant-pub “Twenty Two” is a quiet place for rest in the
business center of the city. During your visit of the restaurant-pub
“Twenty Two” you will feel as if in the center of the European
capital. In the morning with a warm breakfast it is possible to
look thorough latest newspapers or simply to sit with a cup of
coffee and to observe a stream of cars and hastening somewhere
townspeople.
BUKHARA, restaurant
Pushkinskaya str. 32
The restaurant Bukhara is looking like the dilapidated Asian
village covered with a glass cap that very much reminds an
archeological museum. As well as it is necessary to a museum,
exhibits indoors personify ancient Bukhara. First of all, it is pisewalled armchairs and the sofas intentionally made hand-made
and it is almost authentic. The bar looks like as a market counter
on a rich Oriental market. The decorated wall delicately hides
kitchen and all technical rooms from visitors. Its ornament is
executed as the traditional coverlet of the bride tailored from
slices of carpets and inlaid with glass beads. And the essential
part of the Asian house - tandoor - is present at a hall not only as
an exhibit: fresh hot flat cakes are baked in it.
GOSTINAYA, cafe
Sumskaya str. 44/2
Gostinaya (Drawing room) is the most popular "non-stop" cafe in
the city. In cozy place, in accompaniment of music Lounge it is
pleasant to meet a new day with a cup of cappuccino. If you do
not hasten, take a place in a cozy armchair near a window, and
enjoy favorite dishes of the Japanese and European kitchen, and
for a dessert - a work of art of confectioners. At the end of the
working day the hookah with the present Lebanese tobacco will
help to relax. If night is your time, spend there. Barmen will
prepare the best cocktails for any tastes.

CHILE, grill-bar
Pravdi ave.,
Grill - bar Chile has the affable personnel, an original interior,
and very succulent stakes prepared in a furnace “Xosper”.

GUBERNIA, restaurant
Sumskaya str. 44/2
The restaurant Gubernia shows the Kharkov of the beginning of
XX century. The chief - cook created dishes of the menu under
ancient recipes. The restaurant offers to its clients a unique wine
card with the refined selection of the best wines of the world, old
Russian and European kitchen, the Japanese kitchen and a
hookah of the menu.
ITALIAN GRILL, restaurant
Sumskaya str. 128
The restaurant “Italian grill” invites you to try the European
kitchen. The variety of dishes offered by restaurant will leave
unforgettable impression and will satisfy tastes of the most
demanding clients. Fans of exotic will value mysterious charm of
an interior which has the big aquariums, and green places. Here it
is possible to relax and to have an excellent rest.
KNAYZHII TEREM, restaurant
Sumskaya str. 35
A new stylish restaurant-cafe “Knyazhii terem” is situated in the
city centre, in picturesque place of the Shevchenko garden. Two
stores of the restaurant with oak tables and wicker furniture with
soft pillows, a summer platform with pavilions and revival of
traditions of Old Russian and Ukrainian kitchen allow to feel a
surprising atmosphere of national Slavic color. The majority of
dishes are prepared with recipes of cookbooks of XVII-XIX
centuries, with recipes of an imperial house of Romanov, the earl
L.N. Tolstoj. Special banquet dishes: the pork rubbed with
fragrant grasses, the stuffed pike; quails stuffed with oranges. In
rainy days it is good to be warmed with fragrant honey “sbiten”,
to try “borshch” or royal fish soup. The spirit of a traditional
Slavic tower, courtesy and irreproachable service allows to relax
and have a rest.

CONTINENT, restaurant
Trinklera str. 2
In the restaurant Continent to you will offer the fine, extensive
menu, a high degree of service and a cozy atmosphere. The chiefcook of restaurant will please you with traditional Ukrainian
dishes and best recipes of the French kitchen. The restaurant is a
rare place where the worlds are bound. Two halls are absolutely
different two styles. The first - palace, in beige tones, mirrors and
crystal. The second is eastern with soft padded stools, low sofas
and hookahs. It is impossible to find the best place for rest after
the working day or for a romantic supper.
SHATO, restaurant
Rimarskaya str. 30
Restaurant Shato is located iIn the city centre, near the opera
theatre. It is two-storied restaurant with an open summer terrace
and view on the central street of city and opera theatre. On a
ground floor is cozy cafe, on the second - restaurant, the VIP
halls for 6 and 8 persons and a chimney hall. Kitchen of
restaurant is European with French accents.
CHICHIKOV, restaurant
Gogolya str. 6/8
Every day the restaurant of hotel Chichikov invites visitors of
hotel and city to the European breakfast "buffet" which is
included in cost of residing. From 13:00 till 23.00 the restaurant
works under the basic menu submitted by dishes of the Italian
and Mediterranean kitchen, and the Ukrainian traditional national
dishes and drinks.
PUSHKA, restaurant
Pushkinskaya str. 31
Pushka is a restaurant for a breakfast, a lunch or a romantic
candlelight supper, a restaurant for friends. The restaurant
consists of three levels and wine-shop. At the first level there is a
unique grill on charcoal on which prepare meat and fish dishes
(stakes, wings, marble meat, sausages, fish and meat allsorts).
Near to a grill in the special furnace the true Italian pizza and flat
cakes “Fokacha” are made. The restaurant offers the best dishes
of French, Italian, American and other kitchens.

Yakitoriya, restaurant
Prospect Pravdi, 10
Petrovskogo str, 33/35
Kvitki-Osnov'yanenko str, 7
There are many places to try Japanese food in Kharkov. They are
becoming extremely popular these days but restaurants
"Yakitoriya" win the prize for now. The quality of food is the
same in all their "spots".

Familia, restaurant
Skrypnyka str.,14A
Familia is located in the very heart of Kharkov and introduces its
patrons to gastronomic traditions of the city. The restaurant offers
European and Russian cuisines and, according to Familia, all the
dishes are prepared according to the age-old recipes of Kharkov’s
best restaurateurs.

Sloboda, restaurant
23 August str. 34-а
Sloboda is a more authentic Ukrainian restaurant. We always go
here to show people traditional Ukrainian dishes. This is a must
visit for the people travelling to Ukraine for the first time, and
Borsht is a must have soup!

Montana, restaurant
Lenina av., 39
The restaurant is suitable for any formal, romantic, gastronomic,
morning, evening and daytime meetings. Here you can arrange a
romantic date, a meal after shopping, a business meeting with
partners at time of dinner, tasting a juicy steak or a drop in a
couple of minutes to just have a cup of cappuccino. Here it is
good to give yourself a really nice evening in good company and
really tasty dinner.

